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Every year man makes increased demands on the natural resources. 
These demands may be energy resource acquisition, timber harvesting, 
recreational developments, or mining activities. As these demands 
increase, man's influence will greatly affect the equilibrium of the 
natural environment. If care is not taken, such infringements may 
induce natural disasters that can interfere with man's activities as 
well as imp.act other existing systems. One such ha zard is lands 1 ides. 
In hilly and mountainous terrain of the United States, landslides 
are often a common occurrence. When a landslide does occur it not only 
disrupts the activities of man but also has an impact on other natural 
processes. One such impact is the effect of landslides on sediment 
production from watersh~ff~. In this case a lands~~de may act as a 
direct or an indirect sgurce of sediment. As a direct source, a. land-
slide may enter a stream channel where the landslide material is rapidly 
transported downstream as a mud flow or mud flood, or is slowly eroded 
by the stream flow; thus increasing the sediment load. Although the 
former type of action is extreme_ly destructive, the latter action is 
more common. 
~s an indirect source, a landslide can substantially disturb the . 
ground surface making it ·susceptible to gully and rill erosio.n that will 
eventually transport the eroded material into the stream channel. Land-
slide hazards may be treated in many ways. Generally, after the l~nd­
slide has occurred, man responds with tremendous expenditures of time, 
effort, and money to clean up the results. A better method is to deter-
mine landslide hazards before their occurrence through the delineation 
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of potential landslide areas. Landslide potential delineation assists 
the land use planner before proposed activities are initiated in an area 
and assists the forest engineer in deciding where potential sediment 
sources may occur. 
Landslide potential delineation is defined here as the use of 
landslide producing factors to demark areas wh~re combinations of such 
factors indicate a relatively more hazardous landslide situation. Com-
plementary to landslide potential is landslide probability. Factors 
affecting landslide occurrence are quite variable. Since it is almost 
impossible to assign every factor a single representative value, the 
uncertainty in the value selected must be considered. This leads to 
landslide probability or given imperfect, uncertain knowledge of land-
slide producing factors, .the chance that a combinati-0n of .factors will 
occur leading to a landslide. Methods for estimating landslide potential 
and probability are presented in this report. 
Factors Influencing Landslides 
Landslides encompass a variety of types, each having a different 
form or character. There have been several previous classification 
systems (e.g., Ladd, 1935; Sharpe, 1938) that attempted to relate land-
slide form to underlying causes. Varnes (1958) related rate of landslide 
movement, earth materiaf in\r:o1ved in the slide, and water to develop a 
sy$tem for describing landslide types. Varnes' system is widely used 
and is adopted in this report. 
Cleveland (1971) presented landslide producing factors that could 
be used on a regional basis for delineating landslides. Simons and Ward 
(1976) have divided landslide controlling factors into two broad groups: 
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static factors and dynamic factors. Static factors are those physical 
quantities that have little variation in real time and include: 1) slope 
characteristics, 2) geologic characteristics, 3) soil characteristics, 
and 4) vegetation characteristics. Dynamic factors are variable in 
real time and include: 1) hydrologic characteristics, 2) man-induced 
characteristics, and 3) miscellaneous characteristics. 
Slope characteristics include inclination and aspect. Slope 
inclination is a significant factor in determining stability, however, 
it is not the only factor. Because slope angle is the result of many 
factors such as erosional processes and strength of the earth materials, 
it can be used as an indicator of stability. There are certain limits 
within which landslides often occur. Blanc and Cleveland (1968) suggest 
a lower limit of 10° in their study, while Radburch and Crowther (1970) 
suggest 15° as a lower limit. An upper limit may ·be near 35°, about the 
angle of repose for most earth materials. Slopes with inclinations less 
than the lower limit have sm~ll . forces acting to produce landslides 
while slopes with inclinations ' above the upper limit lack a landslide 
material supply since it is continually being eroded. Slopes between 
these limits are subject to an ever changing continuum of forces. Slope 
aspect affects stability through changes in soil moisture and vegetation. 
Olson (1974) in Colorado·and Beaty (1956) and Radburch and Weiler (1963) 
in California noted that north and east facing slopes usually showed 
more landslide activity. Usually, north and east facing slopes (in the 
northern Hemisphere) are wette~ . than south facing slopes because less 
solar radiation reaches the ground. Increased vegetative growth tends 
to affect increases in soil moisture if the vegetation is a beneficial 
type. 
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Geologic characteristics that are important to slope stability are 
rock strength and structure. Rock strength is a result of mineral com-
position, grain size and shape, porosity and permeability, and the type 
of binding agent in the rock. In general, fine grained nonporous rocks 
composed of strong, weather resistant grains and binding agents will be 
stronger than other types. Rock structure influences slope stability 
on two scales. On the microscale, structure affects rock strength through 
cleavage planes, foliations, fractures, or grouping of weak minerals. 
Similarly on the macroscale, the integrity of rock masses can be de-
creased by fractures, jointing, bedding planes, or strata of weaker 
rocks. 
Important soil characteristics are those that influence soil shear 
strength. These include soil type, porosity and .. permeability, and soil 
depth. Clay is prevalent in many landslides. Clay chemistry is such 
that changing environmental conditions can either beneficially or 
adversely affect the clay struct.ure and thus the soil strength. Changes 
of strength can, in time, lead to landsliding. Porosity and permeability 
control the buildup of pore pressure and level of soil moisture, and 
they also control shear resistance. Soil depth is important since shallow 
soils are less susceptible to sliding. Fife (1971) found that soils at 
least one and one-half feet thick were suffi~ient to cause soil slips 
when subject to other influences. Swanston (1967, 1969) reported data 
showing debris avalanches in soils at least one foot thick. This is 
probably a minimum depth. 
Vegetation plays an extremely important role in landslide occurrence. 
Gray (1970) and the Building Research Advisory Board (1974) indicate that 
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vegetation enhances slope stability by 1) dissipating rainfall energy 
in the vegetative canopy, 2) lowering soil moisture levels, 3) anchoring 
surface materials to underlying strata with roots, and 4) binding surface 
materials toget~er (Figure 1). 
Vegetative canopy is composed of trees, brush, grasses, and other 
small plants. The areal distribution and type of canopy affects the 
rainfall intensity and the volume of water reaching the ground. Areas 
\.vi th high cano'py cover will be less likely to be subject to raindrop 
impact and rapid saturation; thereby lessening the possibility of mass 
erosion. 
Vegetation can significantly lower soil moisture content through 
transpiration (Perpich et al., 1965; Hammer and Thompson, 1966). As 
soil moisture is lowered, water pore pressures and chemical weathering 
decrease leaving shear strength intact. 
According to Rahn (1969), vegetation makes surface materials more 
resistant to gravitational forces by joining the materials into larger 
units and anchoring these units to underlying strata. In all cases, 
the type of vegetation and areal distribution are important measures 
influencing how effective vegetative cover is in enhancing stability. 
Plant types that develop deep extensive root systems, deplete soil 
moisture by transpiratio~. , . and possess foliage that dissipates rainfall 
enhancing slope stability. 
There are some deleterious effects from vegetation. Trees can 
produce a surcharge load on the slope and transmit shear· loads during 
windstorms (Brown and Sheu, 1975). Grasses and other shallow rooted 
undergrmvth can detain water on slopes, allowing more infiltration with 
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Figure L Important effects of vegetation on slope stability 
(Simons and Ward, 1976) . 
resultant deleterious effects. Root systems cause discontinuities in 
soil layers that disrupt the soil structure and provide large infiltra-
tion channels (Gaiser, 1952). When vegetation dies or is killed, the 
decaying root systems· make a smaller and smaller contribution to soil 
stability (Bethlahmy, 196?; ;. ~.ray, 1970; O'Loughlin, 1974; Brown and Sheu, 
1975; Burroughs and Thomas, undated). Despite this, vegetation generally 
enhances slope stability. 
Dynamic factors vary rapidly in real time. These factors fall into 
three major groupings: hydrologic, man induced, and miscellaneous. 
Because dynamic factors can vary in time, it is often difficult to 
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quantify the influence a dynamic factor has on slope stability (Thomson, 
1971; Vandre, 1975). The relationship between dynamic factors and static 
factors must be understood in order to ascertain their effects on slope 
stability (Cleveland, 1971; Simons and Ward, 1976). 
Hydrologic factors include precipitation, surface flow, and 
subsurface flow or soil moisture. Soil moisture and groundwater occur-
rence are the most important hydrologic factors with regards to slope 
stability (Simons and.Jfard, 1976; Nilsen and Turner, 1975). 
Soil moisture weathers earth materials, alters strength, and 
produces pore water pressures. Pore water pressures produced by soil 
moisture or groundwater can decrease the resistance of the earth materials 
to sliding. Simultaneously, the increase in the unit weight of the soil 
usually increases the tendency for the earth mate~ials to slide. 
Man-induced factors include those that decrease landslide 
resistance, increase the failure forces, or a combination of the two 
(Simons and Ward, 1976). Placement of fill on the head of a slope is 
a common factor in man-induced landslide occurrences. Oversteeping 
slopes, removing vegetation, and altering the hydrol©gic system are 
also common factors. Landslide literature is filled with case 
histories of man upsetting the balance between forces (Kiersch, 1964; 
Wahlstrom and Nichols, 1969~1 Williams and Armstrong, 1970, Bolt et al., 
- 1975). 
Miscellaneous factors include seismic vibration and fires. Seismic 
vibrations can be caused by blasting, heavy machinery operation, sonic 
booms, or earthquake~ (Conlon, 1966; Seed and Wilson, 1967; Voight, 
1973). Seismic vibrations produce horizontal acceleration of slope 
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materials that increase horizontal stresses (Okamoto, 1973). Seismic 
vibrations can also alter the physical properties of the slope materials 
by compaction or fragmentation, or the production of liquefaction phe-
nomena (Youd, 1973; Martin et al., 1975). 
Generally, landslides resulting from the effects of fires are 
probably more prevalent than seismic triggered landslides but are not as 
widely noticed or reported. Fires remove vegetation and alter slope 
materials. When the rainy season returns, the slope materials are not 
as resistive to erosion or sliding. This situation can produce numerous 
landslides and mud flows (Woolley, 1946; De Bano et al. , 1967; Cleveland, 
1973; Hay, 1975). Landslides subsequent to fires are probably more 
prevalent than seismic produced landslides since not all landslide 
regions are subject to seismic disturbance but all are usually subject 
. ~<:-· 
to fire. 
Two types of factors affecting slope stability exist. Static 
factors are physical quantities relatively constant in real time. 
Dynamic factors are harder to quantify since they can vary in real time. 
Because dynamic factors alter static factors, static factors are mea-
sured preferentially to dynamic factors. This enables delineation of 
potential landslide areas on the basis of variables that can be measured 
and can be altered by dynamic' factors. 
Previous Work 
There are many approaches to landslide potential delineation. These 
approaches include on-ground monitoring, remote sensing techniques, 
factor overlay methods, statistical models, and geotechnical process 
models. 
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On-ground monitoring consists of utilizing installed measuring 
devices such as strain gages and down hole tilt meters. This type of 
approach is extremely useful for checking suspected landslide zones but 
is limited in aerial coverage because of cost of installation and main-
tenance. Chang (1971) summarized many of these techniques. Takada 
(1968) and Takenchi (1971) provided two examples of applications of 
different methods. 
Remote sensing coup.led with pattern recognition techniques provide 
a means for surveying large areas. In this approach, remotely sensed 
data, particularly aerial photography such as black and white, color 
infrared, and multiban spectral, can be analyzed for features distinctive 
of landslide hazards (Liang and Belcher, 1958; Poole, 1969, 1972; 
McKean, 1977). This analysis, a type of the more g~_neral pattern recog-
nition, can be quite effective if landslide hazards are manifested in 
surface characteristics that can be photographed. However, this is not 
always the situation since landslides often result from deep seated 
factors not visible on the ground surface. 
The most ·common delineation method currently in use is factor 
overlay or a combination of landslide producing elements. Krynine and 
Judd (1957) noted that landslides occur in a regional framework, or that 
certain factors common to a .:i:'-egion contribute to landsliding. Baker 
and Chieruzzi (1959) expanded this concept to develop a physiographic 
classification of landslide hazards based on topography, erosional devel-
opment, and associated rock types. Blanc and Cleveland (1968) were two 
of the first to attempt delineating landslides by use of selected factors. 
Evans ·and Gray (1971) presented a methodology for mud slide risk 
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delineation in Southern Ventura County, California. Cleveland (1971) 
summarized and presented those factors important in regional landslide 
prediction. His factors include precipitation, rock strength, vegeta-
tion effects, slope, and stream pattern. The approaches described by 
Nilsen and Brabb (1973) and the Building Research Advisory Board (1974) 
follow this systematic methodology using landslide factors. In this 
approach, certain factors related to landslide occurrence are individ-
ually delineated. For example, if landslides occur where steep slopes, 
weak earth materials, and water are all coincident, then these factors 
should be used as slope stability indicators. Areas where factors 
coincide can then be classified as a hazard potential. Simons and Ward 
(1976) summarized this approach as the factor overlay method or set 
theory approach to hazard delineation as presented in Figure 2. Although 
not explicitly stated in delineation schemes, this idea is the basis 
for most techniques. 
The factor overlay approach is conceptually correct since it 
recognizes that landslides are a combination of different factors. How-
ever, this approach is subjective and nonsensitive to dynamic inputs. 
Subjectivity results from a lack of defined guidelines for developing 
and weighting various factors. Nonsensitivity occurs because static 
factors are usually considered while dynamic factors, such as groundwater 
fluctuations, are excluded. Factor overlay can be improved if standard-
ized guidelines are developed, dynamic factors are incorporated, and 
realistic weighting ~nctions are used. Simons and Ward (1976) presented 
a numerical approach to the factor overlay technique that may help 
quantify the relative importance of each factor. 
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n- Intersection of Subsets 
U- Union of Subsets 
Figure 2. Set theory approach to landslide potential classification 
(from Simons and Ward). 
Another method of potential delineation is use of empirically 
developed models. These models, developed through statistical analyses 
of measurable data, attempt to provide a numerical value related to 
slope .stability. Multiple regression and discriminant function analyses 
are common techniques for -developing such relationships (Jones, Embody 
and Peterson, 1961; Waltz, 1971). Empirically derived relationships 
have a major drawback since they require large amounts of data to <level-
op the equations. Such data is usually temporally and spatially static. 
Temporally static implies the developed relationship is applicable to 
a limited time span during which data was collected and, therefore, does 
not represent changing conditions. Spatially static implies the method 
is applicable to a limited area and transfer to other areas may not be 
warranted. 
A final type of landslide hazard delineation methodology is based 
on geotechnical models. Geotechnical models are derived from observed 
natural phenomena and basic laws of physics, and are representative of 
the physical process being studied. Geotechnical models of slope sta-
bility relate the forces acting on a hill slope. One set of forces, 
predominated by gravity, acts to move earth materials downslope. The 
other set of forces, predominated by the shear strength of the earth 
materials, resists the driving gravity forces. When driving forces 
exceed resisting forces, a landslide occurs. Geotechnical models have 
been developed and modified to account for primary factors in landslide 
occurrence such as soil strength, groundwater influences, vegetative 
effects, and slope inclination. Because geotechnical models represent 
actual field conditions they can be used to analyze the response of a 
hill slope to temporally and spatially varying factors. Simplifying 
assumptions can yield a method for determining the probability of a 
landslide. Because of the ability to account for several temporally 
and spatially varying contributing factors in a nonsubjective, physically 
meaningful manner, geotec~nical models are a promising method for land-
slide potential delineation. 
II. LANDSLIDE HAZARD DELINEATION MODEL 
Model Selection 
The analysis presented in this report is applicable to slide and 
flow types of landslides. Rock masses are a more complex problem 
because of their dependence on the geometry of failure planes. Data 
needed for a thorough study of rock masses is often difficult to obtain 
for most forest engineers. 
Various types of·· '5'lope stability models exist. The two basic 
types are infinite slope and finite slope models, each with a different 
set of assumptions (Lambe and Whitman, 1969). Common to both types 
is the method of formulation into a factor of safety equation. In 
the factor of safety equation a ratio of resisting to driving forces 
is formed as 
FS R D (1) 
where FS is the factor of safety, R is the resistive forces, and 
D is the driving forces. Resistive forces are related to soil 
strength and vegetative parameters while the primaty driving force 
is the downslope weight of the soil mass. If resistance is less than 
the driving force then the factor of safety is less than one which 
indicates failure. 
Finite slope models are used to analyze slopes of finite length 
and known geometry, such as slump landslides with curvilinear failure 
planes. ·Analysis of finite slopes relies on methods such as the 
ordinary method of slices or the Bishop method of slices (Lambe and 
M1itma~ 1969). Methods of slices are needed since the geometry of 
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The model used in this report represents the consolidation and 
refinement of ideas presented by Swanson, et al. (1973), O'Loughlin 
(1974), Brown and Sheu (1975), and Simons, Ward, and Li (1976). These 
developments were further refined by Ward (1976) into the model's 
present form. 
Model Formulation 
The infinite slope factor of safety model used in this study 
for estimating landsl i'd'e potential is 
FS = 
2(Cs +Cr) +[--~I +(Ysat -l) M + .i_ (l-M)J tan <P 
ywH sin2B ywl yw yw tan B 
(1-M) 
(2) 
where C is soil cohesion, expressed as a pressure; C is effective s r 
root cohesion, expressed as a pressure; y is unit weight of water; ' w 
d H is a soil depth measure equal to cosS ; d is soil depth; B is 
slope inclination; q
0 
is tree surcharge expressed as a pressure; 
ysat is saturated unit weight of soil; M is relati\re groundwater 
height; y is unit weight of the soi 1; and <f> is an~l-e of interval 
friction for the soil·. A complete derivation of this model is 
presented in Appendix A. Equa~ion 2 defines the landslide potential 
of a slope in terms of a factor of safety value. For relative rankings 
of hazards; limi.ts of factor of safety values can be established. 
Relative error in factor of safety values can be approximately 20 to 
30 percent (\li'ard, 1976). This range agrees with Feld (1965) and 
16 




high potential where 
medium potential where 
low potential where 
FS < 1.2, 
1.2 < FS < 1.7, and 
FS > 1.7. 
These values are used in this study although other limits could be 
selected. 
Equations used for determining landslide probability are derived 
from Equation 2. The average factor of safety, F'S, is 
FS = L1 (CS + Cr) + L2 (tan ¢) (3) 
The variance or standard deviation squared of the factor of safety, 
Var[FS], is formulated as 




- · ? 
- (FS) ... (4) 
In Equations 3 and A =; Cs, Cr, and tan ¢ are average values and 
Var[ . ] is the variance of. the variable inside the brackets. The 









where the other variables were previously defined. A complete 
derivation is presented in Appendix A. The mean and variance 
computed from Equation 3 and 4 can be used to estimate failure 
probability. This is written as 
P[FS .::_ l] = p (7) 
where p is the probability of failure and P[FS .::._ l] is the 
cumulative probability that FS is less or equal to one. A 
reasonable distribution of failure probabilities is a normal or 
Gaussian distribution. Making this choice allows computation of the 
failure of probability. First, a non-dimensional variate, U, is 
computed as 
u = 1 - FS 
(Var [FS]) l/ 2 
(8) 
The value of U is used to compute another variable, p, the 
cumulative failure, as 
p = o.4juj if lul .::._ 0.13 (9) 
or 
p = -0.01314 + o.49494lul - o.1sso4juj 2 + o.01661!ul 3 
if lul > o.13 (10) 
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Equations 9 and 10 are approximations with errors less than one percent. 
From U and B the failure probability is found as 
P[FS 2_ l] = 0.5 + p if U > O (11) 
P[FS 2_ l] = 0.5 - p if U < 0 (12) 
P[FS .::_ l] ; 0.5 if U = 0 (13) 
Similar to potential rankings, probabilities can be grouped into 
three hazard classes: 
1) high probability when P[FS 2_ l] > 60%, 
2) medium probability when 30% .::_ P[FS ..:_ l] .2. 60%, and 
3) low probability when P[FS 2_ l] < 30%. 
These limits are abritrary and can be modified. 
The means and variances of Cs, Cr, and tan ~ must be known 
or estimated in order to find the failure probability. Usually this 
type of information is not available to the forest engineer without 
extensive testing. Ward (1976) and Ward, Li, and Simons (1978) 
suggest that the input variables be assumed asun:l~o:rmly distributed 
random values. With this assumption the mean of a random nwnber is 
found as 
x + xb x = a (14) 2 
and the variance as 
Var [X] 
(Xb - Xa) 2 
(15) = 12 
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where Xa and Xb are the lower and upper limits on the variable X. 
Ward, Li, and Simons (1978) used Monte Carlo generation techniques 
to demonstrate that in their example the assumption of a uniform 
distribution provided a more conservative estimate (over estimate) of 
failure probability. Another appealing aspect of the uniform distribu-
tion assumption is that a range of values can be chosen as input. 
Ward (1976) presented a set of ranges for Cs, ¢, and Cr based on 
the Uniform Soil Classification and vegetative characteristics 
(Tables 1, 2, and 3). These values are just guidelines and are 
subject to modification by the user. Tree root cohesion representing 
the tensile and shear resistance of the roots may vary significantly. 
·.Although the table indicates values up to 250 psf, Burroughs and 
Thomas (undated) present tree root strengths of 2856 psf for Douglas 
fir growing in Tyee sandstone basins. This value is extremely high, 
much higher than the cohesion of most soils (Ward, 1976) and is 
also higher than values presented by O'Loughlin (1974). It should 
be noted that tree roots are only effective if the failure surface 
passes through them. I~· ~eep seated slides, the f~ilure surface is '1·: •. ". 
often below the root~.. · In instances of planar type landslides, the 
r 
roots are effective ori ly if they connect the soil mass to the under-
lying stable strata. Alth?,ugh considered as a beneficial influence 
to slope stability, tree roots will only enhance stability under 
certain conditions. 
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Table 1. Estimates of Cs values based on Unified Soil Classification 
System (tentative values). 
Unified Soil Classification Range in Cs Values (psf) 
GW 
GP 
GM 0 - 50 
GC 0 - 100 
SW 
SP 
SM 0 - 50 
SC 0 - 100 
ML 0 - 100 
CL 0 - 400 
OL 0 - 200 
MH 0 - 200 
CH 0 - 500 
OH 0 - 400 
PT 
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Table 2. Selection of ¢ values based on Unified Soil Classification 
System (extracted from Moore, 1969). 

















Table 3. Estimates of Cr values based on vegetation characteristics 
(tentative). 
Vegetation Characteristics 
Well developed forest 
stands, forest area >75% 
of total area 
Forest-brush mixtures 
forest area 50-75% of 
total 
Brush-forest-grass mixtures 
forest area 25-50% of 
total 
Grass-brush mixtures 
forest area < 25% of 
total 
Grass 
Range of Cr Values (psf) 
40-125 







An important aspect of any mathematical model is its sensitivity 
to the various input variables. Often a user desires to know how 
accurately an input must be measured or similarly if an input, such as 
stand density, changes by a certain percentage, how it will affect the 
model's output. Ward (1976) used partial differentation of the factor 
of safety equation to demonstrate model response to changes in each of 
the input variables. Table 4 summarizes those results. 
Table 4. Change in FS produced by increasing value of input 
variable. 




qo +' 0' -
s 
H - ' 0 
M 
y +' _,, 
Ysat 
* + = increase, decrease, 0 change 
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As Table 4 indicates, under certain conditions an increase in the 
value of certain input variables can produce positive, negative, or 
no change in the FS value. These types of relationships occur for 
y, ysat' qo, and H. The soil depth measure, H, usually has a 
negative influence on FS except for a dry cohesionless slope . where 
FS is equal to the ratio tan¢ tans · It can be demonstrated mathematically 
that increasing the ''loading" terms of y, y sat, and qo may have 
a beneficial effect on slope stability under certain conditions. 
Mathematically, this would occur ~ihen 
2 Cs + Cr< y •Hw tan¢ cos S w (16) 
When condi:tions exist that satisfy this inequality, uniform loading of 
a slope shpuld theoretically increase stability. This result indicates 
that in some cases forests also aid stability by adding a uniform load 
to the soil. Although Table 4 indicates the direction of change that 
may be produced by altering input variables, it does not provide 
an indication of the relat i ve importance ·of' each variable . . A method 
for doing this is thro~.g? numerical computation of the FS values, 
then graphical display ·t>tt the result. This apprbach is conducted 
in four steps. 
First, a realistic range of values is selected for each input 
variable. Second, a base FS value is computed using the median 
values for each variable. Third, the value for one input at a time 
is varied across the range of values, and a new FS value is computed 
for each altered input. Fourth, the results are plotted as a 
relative percentage shown in Figure 3. Figure 3, for a selected set 
25 
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Figure 3. Percent change in FS versus percent change in variable. 
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of conditions, shows that some inputs have a linear effect on FS 
values while others, notably H and 13, have strongly nonlinear 
effects. Graphs such a~ :£igure 3 are useful in that they show the 
relative importance of each variable compared to the others. Although 
Figure 3 is for a selected se~ of values, computations for other 
input sets show the same relative shapes. Sometimes Cs and Cr 
reverse their relative .importance and qo, not shown here, becomes 
slightly more iniport~nt. In most c·ases y has only a slight affect, 
as do ·y t and qo. Thes~ .. thr~ variables ,]\:ave smaller effects sa 
for reasons as explained' before.~ but also .because they are included 
in the numerator {.res.isting force) and denomi~tor (driving force) 
of Equation t .. This type of analysis becom·es :i:Jnportant when apply-
ing the mode1 to each new area, since it indicates which input variables 
may be the most important to measur-e' and what changes in a slope may 
most affect slope ~tability . 
II I. COMPUTER MAPPING OF WATERSHED LANDSLIDE HAZARDS 
General 
The landslide potentiat).. and probability model together with a 
realistic range of input ~lues allows the land manager ~~ analyze 
slope stability. Such an approach is adequate for small areas but for 
large areas these models must be computer based in order to process 
large quantities of input data and to simulate short- and long-term 
changes in the area b~ing studied. Another desirable feature of 
computer based system response models is the ability. to process and 
utili ze infor.mation from rent~t e s:~n sing source·~· ; 
The emphasis on use ·'- Of- computer based models to analyze physical 
systems hci s received special attention t.i:t:. the last several years. 
Turner and Coffman (1973) made use of computer based information to 
demon~rate land-use classification algorithms. Although presented 
as a review of how computer mapping can become a powerful tool, the 
authors clearly dem~nstrated " some basic applications. A landslide 
potential delineat i on application was presented that utilized logical 
over t ay techniques.. Potentially hazardous areas were delineated by 
the computer and di.s_p,la.yed by a printed output. The output utilized 
different intensitie·s of computer print to shade" pa zardous areas on the 
output map. No suggestion was made that the algorithm used provided 
an accurate delineation. Torn et al. (1974) utilized remotely s ensed 
data to predict growth patterns in the Denver, Colorado area by 
us e of a computer based algorithm and a Markovian state matrix. 
Results were displayed on computer output. Tom and Getter (19 75) 
developed a wildfire mapping algorithm that utilized slope and aspect 
information. Coincident with this effort was the development of a 
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watershed response model by Li (1974). Subsequent study led to a 
watershed segmentation model (Simons and Li, 1975). Simons and Li 
suggested using a grid syst6m that conforms to the watershed boundary 
to subdivide the watershed into response units. These response units, 
usually squares or rectangles, are also called cells. The cell si ze 
should depend on the accuracy required for the output data. In the 
case of landslide potential delineation this size will depend on the 
si ze of the area to b~ mapped, quality of input data, use of the output, 
and whether or not the mapping is to reflect effects of land-use changes. 
Watershed Segmentation 
The segmentation model (WASEG) that is used to prepare input to 
the landslide potential delineation model was developed by Simons and 
Li (1975). '.t.{le .m~thod of data input is fairly general. A cell size 
is se hected and the grid corresponding to this size is overlayed on 
the raw data maps (Figure 4). Some raw d~ta maps are composed entirely of 
code numbers keyed to characteristics related to .that code. For 
example, if the raw data are vegetation types, a code number 1 may 
indicate a type that possesses high root strength while type number 2 
may indicate vegetation of low root strength. The codes then allow 
assign.ation of values to the respective variables, in this case Cr. 
The code data is input at the grid line intersections or nodes. This 
procedure is followed for vegetation and soil. Other types of data 
such as elevation data or can~py density, a measure of relative amount 
of vegetation, are input as raw numbers and not coded. With the data 
input and stored, the segmentation model then computes several useful 
quantities. The elevation data is used to compute the , slope inclination 











Veg etation (Il,Jl)=Vegetat i on (I 2 ,Jl)= l 
Veg etation ( Il, J2 )=Vegetation ( I 2, J 2 )= 2 
Figure 4. Input format to segmentation model. 
slopes or the direction of landslide movement if there is a landslide 
in the cell. The watershed segmentation program organizes data ·on a 
cell by cell basis for the watershed. For example, the vegetation 
code (like the soil code) for the ce , I show.n in Figure 4 would be 1221 
reading countercloc~wise from the lower left corner. The average slope 
of the cell would be a single value similar to the average canopy cover 
density. These coded and averaged values are then output to a mass 
storage device (permanent fi1e) where they are accessed by the landslide 
hazard mapping program . . More details on program WASEG can be obtained 
from Simons and Li (1975). 
Landslide Hazard Mapping 
Output from program WASEG is used as input tb the landslide hazard 
mapping program LSMAP (.!:_and~lide MAPping). The basic program is presented 
in Appendix B. In the basic version LSMAP requires i~put from program 
WASEG and the user. A more advanced version incorporates WASEG, 
LSMAP, gray map printing routines, and other analyses features into a 
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complete method for delineating landslide hazards as well as numerous 
other watershed characteristics. This more complex model is not 
presented here because the gray map printing routines are specific to 
Colorado State University's CYBER computers, and inclusion and full docu-
mentation of the entire complex program is beyond the scope of this 
report. The complete model, once thoroughly checked and upgraded, will 
be presented at a later date. 
Program LS~V\P views the watershed on a cell by cell basis. Choice 
of cell size is left to the user. In the program, output information 
from WASEG is decoded before use or directly incorporated into computa-
tions. Other required input is related to characteristics for the 
different soil and vegetation types, typ:i;{:al soil unit weight, typical 
soil porosity, and the relative groundwater level, M. Although M must 
presen~iy be input, it is anticipated that the landslide potential map-
ping program will eventually be linked with a realistic long-term water 
balance model so a more dynamic view of landslide hazard fluctuation 
may be obtained. Only relative hazards under sleeted groundwater 
conditions can be provided at this time to aid the land manager in 
'planning activities. Soil and root strength values as well as soil 
deptbs are averaged fo! each cell. Therefore, the factor of safety is 
based on the averaged values for each cell and not on the average of 
the factors of safety at each node point. 
The landslide hazard mapping model presented here can provide a 
rapid means of assessing the impacts of various land use changes on 
slope stability. Such an application using actual field data is 
presented in the following section. 
IV. APPLICATION OF MODEL 
Site Selection 
A heavily forested, landslide prone watershed was selected for 
application of the landslide hazard delineation model. This watershed, 
number 2 (Figure 5), is located in the H. J. Andrews Experimental Forest. 
about 50 miles east of Eugene, Oregon on the western edge of the 
Cascade Range. 
Watershed 2, located in the southwest corner of the Experimental 
Forest, has an area of about 149 acres. Elevations range from 1730 to 
about 3500 feet above mean sea level. Slopes in the area are often in 
excess of 80 percent. Two companion watersheds, numbers 1 and 3 were 
~ -;.  -~~ 
not modeled because of man-induced land~1ides resulting from road con-
struction or because of a lack of adequate data (Fredricksen, 1965, 
1970). 
The vegetation of the watershed is typical of the area. The canopy 
is primarily Douglas-fir in the 125-year age class (second-growth), 
450-year age class (old-growth) , or a combination of the two age classes 
(Hawk and Dyrness, undated). In some locations, however, Western Red 
cedar and Hemlock are also present. In contrast, Watershed 1 was com-
pletely clear cut between the fall of 1962 and the fall of 1966 using 
skyline logging. Watershed 2 remains as a control watershed with no 
logging activity. The geology of the watersheds has been described by 
Swanson and James (1975) as qeing characterized by lava flows, welded 
and unwelded tuffs and pyroclastic flows, and water worked volcanic 
sediments. Almost all of the landslide activity is confined to the 
altered volcaniclastic rocks with little activity occurring in the lava 
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in Feet 
Figure 5. Topographic map of Watershed 2 showing landslide scars 
and deposits. 
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flows (Swanson and Dyrness, 1975). Soils in this area are weathered 
from the underlying volcanic rocks and have been described by Dyrness 
(1969), Paeth et al. (1971), and Hawk and Dyrness (undated). The soils 
can be roughly grouped into five broad classes as shown in Table 5. 
Table 5. Soil classes for Watershed 2. 
Class Description 
1 Rock outcrop 
2 Andesite series 
3 Budworm, Limberlost 
(slope < 20 percent) , 
Andesite (slope < 20 percent) 
4 Limberlost, Flunky 
5 Frissell 
Five groups were used to account for subtle but important variations in 
soil depth and relative stability that produced unrealistic results 
when three original groupings were used. 
The estimated Unified Soil Classifications for the soils shown in 
Table 5 were ML, CL, and CH. These assumed classifications were used 
for initial estimates of soil strength parameters as outlined by Ward 
(19 76). The distribution of these soil classes is shown in Figure 6 
which indicates that group 2 and 3 soils predominate the watershed. 
Watershed 2 was left as a control watershed and is characterized 
by abundant canopy, understory, and ground cover vegetation. A vegeta-
tion grouping was conducted on Watershed 2. Because the canopy is well 
developed, it is assumed the root system is also well developed. There-
fore, the classification of vegetation as to characteristic root strength 
is based on a combination of the canopy cover densities of the overstory 
0 
§~ 
I/ 7 71 
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I 
Scale 
Outcrop Disclosed Area 
Andesite Series 
Budworm, Limberlost, Andesite 
Limberlost Series, Flumk Loom 
Frissell Series 
Figure 6. Soil ~lassification map of Watershed 2 (after Hawk and Dyrness, undated). 
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and understory growth. If the understory growth consists principally 
of Douglas-fir or Western hemlock, the canopy cover density is computed 
as 
% Cover density = % overstory density + % understory density 
- (% overstory density x understory density) 
100 
(17) 
If the understory is composed principally of vine maple, rhododendran, 
or sword fern communities then the cover density is 
.% Cover density=% overstory density (18) 
This approach allows for differentiation between areas with predominately 
timber growth versus those with mixed timber and brush growth. The 
resultant cover percentages provide a method of classification as shown· 
in Table 6. 
Table 6. Vegetation classification based on cover density. 
Group % Cover 





Most of Watershed 2 was characterized by vegetation groups 1, 2, and 3 
as shown in Figure 7. 
Runoff from the watershed is controlled by groundwater discharge ; 
Precipitation in the area averages near 90 inches per year . with about 
90 percent of the total occurring as rainfall from October to April. 
i=i~ Second and Old Growth Mix Cover ?: 75 % 
g:oo:0:00Ti Old Growth Cover 50-75 % 
v z z /1 Second Growth Community Cover 
(:: :::::=:.:::::::::::;::! Old Growth Less than 25°/o 
1.·.·.·.·.·.1 




Figure 7. Vegetation classification map of Watershed 2 (after llawk and Dyrness. undated). 
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Storms may last several days producing rainfall of several inches. 
Rainfall intensities are usually low and soil infiltration rates high 
so that overland flow seldom occurs. Streamflow is fed primarily by 
saturated and unsaturated groundwater flow. Because of the importance 
of groundwater in slope stability, it was recognized that fluctuations 
in the groundwater table during a storm were important. Unfortunately, 
an acceptable, easy to use groundwater model was not available for use 
at this time. Therefore, only selected levels were utilized for 
comparison. 
Watershed Segmentation 
Watershed 2 was segmented using program WASEG. Figure 8 shows 
the watershed with the superimposed grid system. Figure 9 shows an 
enlargement of a microfilm plot of the grid system and computed flow or 
aspect directions for the watershed. Code values were input for the 
five soil classes and vegetation. types along \-Jith elevations and cover 
densities. 
Figures 10 and 11 show computer printed base maps for the cell by 
cell soil and vegetation codes. Each cell is represented by a set of 
four code numbers in these plots. Similarly, gray map plots for slope 
and canopy cover density are presented in Figures 12 and 13. 
Basic input data from WASEG were decoded and processed in LSMAP. 
Other input data required were soil and vegetative characteristics. 
These values were chosen from previously presented tables or were 
supplied by U.S. Forest Service personnel and available literature. 
Once the model was supplied with the necessary data, preliminary 
computations were made to pinpoint any adjustments that may be needed 
0 
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Figure 8. Watershed Number 2: Existing landslides arid watershed cell system. 
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1:i gure 10. Soil base map for Watershed 2 (Each cell consists of four code 
numbers. Numbers 8 and 9 indicate h a lf cells) . 
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RELATIVE GROUND•ATER DEPTH 1.000 MAP SCALE TO 4800 
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in the data. These initial runs immediately indicated a data organization 
problem. Therefore, the number of soil classes was increased to better 
reflect the important soil characteristics. However, the initial runs 
indicated that failure potential was high in the cells where landslides 
had occurred. In Watershed 2, 78.5 cells (0.5 cells for a cell near a 
stream channel) out of a total of 181 cells in the segmented watershed 
were denoted as having mappable landslide scars and deposits (Figure 8). 
These cells were used as a guide to model performance and adjustment. 
It was assumed that such cells are hazard cells. If the model predicted 
a potential landslide hazard in these cells then it is accepted as a 
correct result. Overestimation or underestimation of the number of 
hazardous cells indicat es that a) some hazardous cells may have charac-
teristics undetected on this mapping scale and are mapped as being non-
hazardous, b) cells mapped as hazardous but not containing landslides 
may not yet have failed, or c) the model is incorrect for other reasons 
such as erroneous data. Comparison of the numb~r of correct classifica-
tions with incorrect classifications for initial runs indicated the 
physical process model did reflect the correct slope stability conditions. 
The model was adjusted through soil and root strength parameters 
to better match the observed data. Two criteria were established to 
help in this adjustment. First, under typical soil .. moisture conditions 
no cell should fail. Second, under saturated conditions all the land-
slide cells should fail. Although failure may occur in all the landslide 
cells before saturated conditions are reached, there is no data to indi-
cate at what saturation failure did occur. Using these two criteria, 
the input values were adjusted over realistic ranges. These values plus 
others not used in mode l adjustment are listed in Table 7. 
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Table 7. Input values for LSMAP. 
Soil porosity = 0.60 
Dry unit weight of soil = 66.1 pounds per cubic foot 
Saturated unit weight of soil = 103.6 pounds per cubic foot 





















Friction Angle Depth, 






Root Strength Range, 






Low values of cohesion and friction angle for soils classes 2 and 
3 were used to insure that the model indicated failure for these soils. 
Higher values for the other three soil classes reflect the relative 
stability associated with those groupings. Similar considerations were 
used when trying to select proper ranges of root strengths. No formal 
methodology was used for arriving at the adjusted values in Table 7. 
The values do, however, reflect the relative stability of groups they 
represent. 
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Comparison of Model with Observed Landslides 
The adjusted model indicated a total of 81.5 hazardous cells, 69 
of which corresponded with the assumed hazardous cells, an 87.9 percent 
match. A total of 9.5 cells were classed as safer than they were assumed 
to be and 12.5 were classed as more hazardous. This is an encouraging 
comparison as it indicates that the model represents the physical pro-
cesses controlling landslide occurrence. 
The adjusted model was then used to demonstrate its usefulness in 
studying dynamic changes in the watershed. The first application is 
the change in landslide hazard under varying groundwater conditions. 
Figure 14 and 15 shows the potentially hazardous landslide areas and 
their estimated failure probabilities for a relative groundwater level 
of 0.0. Even under these conditions there are numerous areas where the 
potential is quite high because of the overwhelming driving forces 
brought about by the steep terrain. Figures 16 and 17 for M = 0.5 and 
Figures 18 and 19 for M = 1.0 show that, as expected, rising groundwater 
levels increase landslide hazards. If a real time groundwater level 
model were available, daily or seasonal fluctuations in landslide hazards 
could be determined. Use oz the model in determining relative hazards 
in terms of groundwater levels is important in planning watershed activ-
ities. Based on model results, scheduling of activities may be better 
determined to coincide with lower landslide hazards. Roadways may also 
be better pl anned to avoid consistently hazardous areas or to provide 
st ability enhancement where indicated. 
Timbering is another dynamic watershed activity that can be 
assessed with the model. Figure 20 shows the landslide potential for 
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RELATIVE GROUNuwATER DEPTH o.ooo MAP SCALE TO 4800 
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for Watershed 2 with relative groundwater level of 0.0. 
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Gray map of potentially hazardous landslide areas for 
Watershed 2 with relative groundwater level of 0.5. 
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Figure 20. 
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Gray map of potentially hazardous landslide ·areas for a 
SO percent clearing of canopy cover with relative groundwater 
level of 0.5. 
54 
with Figure 16 shows adverse effect on slope stability produced by 
vegetation removal. Similarly, if the watershed is clear cut, as shown 
in Figure 21, even more instability is produced. However, an instanta-
neous drop in root strength is assumed, which is incorrect. A more 
realistic approximation would be a decay of strength with time. The 
end result, however, is represented by Figures 20 and 21. Again, the 
model has provided a method for assessing the impact of one type of 
timbering activity on the watershed. 
An important aspect of the model as demonstrated above is that of 
estimating landslide probability. Joint use of the potential and 
probability maps can provide the land use manager with another means for 
making decisions on watershed activities. The probability map is valuable 
in analyzing the potential map. 
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Gray map of potentially hazardous landslide areas for clear 
cut watershed with relative groundwater level of 0.5. 
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A physically based mathematical model was developed that estimates 
landslide potential. Because uncertainty exists in the input variables, 
a probability of failure reflecting this situation is also computed. 
The model was applied to a forested watershed in Oregon. Results 
indicate the model provides a realistic approach for determining land-
slide hazards. A limitation of this method is encountered in providing 
actual input data for soil parameters and vegetative strength. Although 
these values are often hard to obtain, realistic estimates can provide a 
relative classification of landslide hazards in the watershed. Examples 
demonstrated the use of the model in delineating hazards under varying 
groundwater and timbering activities. The landslide hazard delineation 
model can provide an effective methodology for assessing the relative 
stability of a watershed under various dynamic conditions. 
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APPENDIX A 
Derivation of Model Equations 
Derivation of the equations of static equilibrium for an infinite 
slope are relatively easy to compute (Lambe and Whitman, 1969; O'Loughlin, 
1974; or Brown and Sheu, 1975). The derivation presented here is 
similar in form to those presented by the above authors but with changes 
in the formulation and simplification of the basic model. An idealized 
infinite slope is shown in Figure A-1 that consists of a single soil 
type with isotropic properties resting on a bedrock interface. This 
is a situation similar to residual soil slopes found in forested water-
sheds and most hilly or mountainous terrain. Symbols in Figure A-1 
will be used in the Factor of Safety model (F.S.). 
The shear strength of a soil can be represented by the Coulomb 
equation of 
T = c + a tan <P (A-1) 
where T is shear strength, c is effective* cohesion intercept, a 
is effective normal stress, and <P is effective angle of internal 
friction. Equation 2 is applicable to situations under consideration 
here, drained soil strength conditions, and represents resisting forces 
contributed by the soil mass. Components of c and <P (hereafter, 
the overbar will be dropped) are intrinsic soil st~ength characteristics 
of soil and represent interaction of soil factors. 
Inspection of Figure A-1 aids evaluation of a. Normal stress on 
plane A' - B' at some position Z in the soil mass can be easily 
*effective refers to measurements that have taken into account pore 
.·} 
water ";~ssure effects . . ~ 
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s = slope inclination 
Cr = Root cohesion 
d actual soil depth = HcosS 
y = unit weight of soil 
Y sat = saturated unit weight of soil 
H = height of soil mantle above bedrock surf ace 
H = height of water table above bedrock surf ace w 
H = H - H u w 
qo tree surcharge 
z = elevation coordinate 
Figure A-1. Ideali zed infinite slope. 
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solved if the plane is assumed to be parallel to soil and bedrock 
surfaces and lies between z = 0 and Z = H . The total normal stress, w 
r, on this plane can be written as 
n 
a = Z: y. 6.z. 
i=l 1 1 
(A-2) 
In this case n = 2 for the saturated and unsaturated soils but can 
be expanded to a multi-layer case. However, in many soils ?-Ssumption of 
a single soil type is often representative (Lumb, 1970). The geometry 
and important factors presented in Figure A-1 can be used to evaluate 
a. The normal stress on plane A' - B' is composed of stresses from 
soil weight and tree surcharge. Soil weight per area component is 
H cos B y for the soil above water table level and (H -Z) cos B ysat a w 
for soil below water table. Normal force per area supplied by tree 
surcharge is q cos s. 
0 
Assuming a unit square area allows the normal 
stress to be written as 
a = [q cos S + (H -Z) cos B ysat + H cos B y] cos B (A-3) 
0 w u 
In Equation A-3 the area that normal force acts on is taken as cos B 




a= H cos2 B [q /H + ysat (M-Z*) + y (1-M)] 
0 
H w M = H is relative to groundwater height and 
(A-4) 
z Z* = 
H 
is 
relative position from bedrock surface. Because groundwater is present 
the buoyancy effect of pore water pressures must be accounted for in 
Equation A-3. From the effective stress concept the relationship 
between total and effective normal stress in soil mass components is 
a = a - u (A-5) 
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where ,u is the pore water pressure. Hydrostatic pressure can be 
formulated as 
2 u = H(M-Z*) (cos S)y (A-6) 
Combining Equations A-4, A-5 and A-6 yields, after simplification, 
(A-7) 
The shear resistance equation now becomes 
T = C + Hcos 2S [q /H + (y - y ) (M-Z*) + y(l-M)] tan¢ o sat w (A-8) 
The cohesion term, c, in Equation A-1 has two components in forested 
watersheds, soil cohesion, and tree root cohesion. Gray (1970) 
described several ways that vegetation enhances slope stability. One of 
these is anchoring soil to underlying strata. Endo and Tsuruta (1968) 
and O'Loughlin (1974) showed that this anchoring can be represented in 
the F.S. equation as a cohesion term, Cr. The cohesion term, C, can 
now be replaced by terms for soil cohesion, Cs, and root cohesion, Cr. 
A similar analysis can be made for shear stresses induced on the 
plane. Shear stress is composed of loads resulting from weight of 
soil mass, tree surcharge, and wind shear in trees that is imparted 
to the soil mass. Seismic loading is not considered but can be added. 
Because air flow ususally conforms to ground or tree top surface, wind 
shear will be directed parallel to the failure plane. Downslope 
components of tree and soil loadings are used with one exception. If 
groundwater flow is assumed parallel to the failure plane then pore 
water pressure does not enter shear force computation. Shear stress 
can now be represented as 
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q T 
T' = Hsin S cos S ( ~ + HS. S s~os S + y sat (M-Z*) + y(l-M)] (A-9) 
in 
Resisting forces are equivalent to shear strength as formulated in 
Equation A-8. Driving forces are equivalent to shear stress as formu-
lated in Equation A-9. If Tr is overall shear resistance and Td 
is overall shear stress than the Factor of Safety equation can be 
written as 
T 
FS = r (A-10) 
Td 
where FS is the Factor of Safety. Substituting shear strength and 
shear stress Equations A-8 and A-9 into Equation A-10 yields a Factor 
.of Safety equation of 
FS = 
2 qo Cs+Cr+Hcos S{(-H) + (y - y) (M-Z*) + y(l-M)} tan¢ sat w (A-11) 
H{(~) + (Tsw/HsinScosS)+ysat(M-Z*)+y(l-M)}sinScosB 
The parameters in Equation A-11 can be placed into nondimensional groups. 
1 Multiplying by ----2---Y Hcos tans w 
, noting that sinScosS = ~ sin2S, and multi-
plying by produces the Factor of Safety model as 
2(Cs+Cr) qo Ysat l)(M-Z*) +l (1-M)] tan¢ + [y\\IH + (- -y Hsin2S Yw \.; tans FS w (A-12) 
2Tsw y qo ( sat) (M-Z*) l (1-M) -- + + + 
\..,H y Hsin2S Yw \.., w 
As Equation A-12 shows, the basic model contains variables for four 
factors present in a forested area. Representing soil factors are y, 
ysat, Cs, and ¢, all determined by soil type, H, a measure of soil 
depth. Topography is included as S, slope inclination. Vegetative 
factors are qo, Cr, and Tsw. Finally, a dynamic factor for relative 
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groundwater level is included as M. This basic equation is used to 
derive a more simplified form. Using sensitivity and order of magnitude, 
analysis techniques, Ward (1976) demonstrated that the Factor of Safety 
equation (A-12) could be reduced to an accurate, simpler form. Ward 
determined that certain variables were relatively unimportant and others 
could be assumed as constants. Relative depth Z* was set at zero for 
the worst case. Wind shear, Tsw, was found to be insignificant in 
magnitude, and soil mass and tree loading terms had little effect on 
equation sensitivity. Ward did find that soil and tree loading could 
have either positive or negative effects on slope stability depending 
on other factors. 
Derivation of Statistical Parameter Equations 
Soil and root strength parameters have the highest variability or 
uncertainty. Other parameters such as soil depth, slope angle, unit 
weight of soil, and groundwater dep~h can be readily estimated and set 
at some conservative value. If groundwater level M is assumed as 
steady state and H, B, and y are known then the factor of safety 





[ ( qo + Ysat l)M + cl) ( 1-i'l)] (- -
L2 
\vH \v \v 
Ys at (~) + (- - l)M + _r_ (1-M) 
\vH Yw yw 
(A-15) 
If Equation A-13 is rewritten in terms of random variables it becomes 
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(A-16) 
where S, . X, Y, and Z are random variables. The expected value or 
mean of a linear equation such as A-16 is (Benjamin and Corral!, 1970) 
(A-17) 
If the strength parameters are considered independent (Lumb, 1970; 
Holtz and Krizek, 1971) the variance or standard deviation squared 
becomes 
Var[S] = E[(S - E[S]) 2] 
or 
2 2 Var[S] = E[S - 2E[S]S + E [S]] 
Following the form of Equation A-17, Equation A-19 becomes 
Var[S] = E[S2] - 2E[S] • E[S] + E2[S] 
because 
E[E[S]] = E[S]. 
Equation 20 reduces to 
Var[S] = E[S2] - E2 [S] 
The term s2 is 
Substitution of Equation A-22 into A-21 yields 
VAR[S] = L1






+ 2L1L2E[Z] [E[X] + E[Y]] + L2
2 E[Z 2] - E2[S] (A-23) 
Following the form of Equation A-21, the substitution for E[X2] can be 
made as 
2 2 E[X ] = Var[X] + E [X] (A-24) 
Similar substitutions are made for Y and Z yielding 
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Var[S] = L1
2[Var[X] + E2[X] + 2E[X]E[Y] + Var[Y] + E2[Y]] 
+ 2L1L2E[Z] [[E[X] + E[Y]] + L2
2 (Var[Z] + E2[z]] 
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c t-kl1~1 uur 
c FA Cl UK Ur SAFE f'r Mi<l-'t-' IN<; I" u~ f:.ACH kt.'::if-'Ui~S~ CELL 
c N01Hl~l> I-Uk EACH ~t..LL 
C H;.LAHU HAl~~t.0 FAllUr( Of SAf-t:J'f MW l-'>-:0btitilL1TlE3 
C t-ACTUl-1 ~AFEfY \/.lLUt.'::i1FAlLUKt.. 1-'HUtiAtHLllit.'::i IN Pt.r.(E_1~1 
c 
C PUNCHEO CAHUS AHE Gt.. ~E KATt.U 
c 
C INPUT TITLE:. OF WATEMSHE.U 
CALL UATAlN 
c !NPUl LA~D U~[ OR Ufrlt.1-1 CELL DAIA ChANGES AS NE. EuE.u 
CALL DATCl"'G 
C THIS CALL dH!NGS IN THt. COt.ff!Clt.NI CALCULAI !UN SUdHUU!lNE 
C1°1LL FSCO 
K[::KCS 
uu 111 1=1.~f: 
CALL AVC:HAG(l) 
CALL FSi~N( l• FSltPfAlLl 
FVl=FSI 
FV2=PFA1L 
1FINFSP.Gl.U) CALL FSPCLSlfVl1FV21F'::il1i-'FAlll 
tSClll=FSI 
iJfSC t 11 ::f-'f All 
111 cur..; r r NUE 
C P>ilNT TITLE.S 
WHITE tbtl2o) TITLE 



















SUl1R1JUI 11'<£ UAIA{N 
(()MMUN/ 1-· so A I l/fl I~ l l l u) 'H 1 Si ( l u) • c~ l ( ! u / 'CS2 ( l 0) '$(1 l ( l v) 
CvMMUf\4/ r su A 1c1PH11 1 l •J > , !-'H l c 1 i u > , C!::>A i, C~Ac, ~u.c., t->11IAl,PH1 A?. 
L 11 M ~ i; ;., F s u A r J / u u , s fl r , HM w , r s c 1 c u o c > , t-' 1- ~ c 1 c u u u i , P ll f·W 
CUMMUN/FSUAT4/C~lt~Kctll\JtCLltCLctf~~ 
CUMMUN/l-!::>UAl~/CSAtHISAtf-'HIA•~ISAlt~l!::>Actl-CL~l.FCLSct~LLSltPCLSc 
l0MMUl'./SE G ! l~/~LU>-'tl2VUU) ,c11 1 ~ 0 t-'12 1J UOl t.Jvt.Gt.tcUU(J) ,.J~UlL<cUOUl 
CU~MUN/ C (Jr. HWL/Nf SW t NF:>>-', l F ~f.JU • I 11 Lt.' l\l '::."~~I t NIJ I 
THIS SUtikUUllNt ll ~ PUIS UAlA fHOM USt.H . 
PHUG~AM wASt.G ANO FkUM IHt. 
HEAU l:itlcU) ll!LE 
rU KMAT l 2UA4) 
I NPUT OAIA LlUTPUT CUNIHOL 
Ht.AUl~tllb) NFS~,NfSP,1-CLSltFCLS2tPLLSlt>-'CL'::.~tlFSt-'U 
H1HMAT 121s ... F:i.vtI:» 
l NPUI NUMut.H OF Ht.St-'USt. UNITS tlut.Nf lFlt.U AS 
UVEHLANLl FLUw UNITS l~ ~A~Eblt NUT CHANN~L UNITS ANLl NUM~EH 
UF SUlL ANU VEGtlAllUN IYPES 
ALSU iNPur cuot. IF Rt.AUlNb FHOM IA>-'t. 
~HICH CUNIAl~S CHAN~tL UNllS 
Ht.AU(~,l~ll KCStNSltNIJltN~HEAU 
FOHMAT 1411 \J ) 
1 1 ~1-'UI TUlt.L NUMbEH UF UNITS lNllUOlNG 
CrlANNtL UNllS IF HEUUt.STEU 
lt-( NSkEAU.Gl.U) HEAUl:it7Ul NS 
fUkM•d I 11 l 
l NPut UAIA F ~UM ~ASEG 
Ht::AU(4) (SLUt'tllltl=ltNS) 
KEA U 14) l.JSUIL ( ll d=l tNS) 
Hti\U14) (JVt. G t.<l>ti=ltl'-~) 
HE.AU('i) ( C MWP<lltl=l t N ~) 
C lt~PUI \.i 1-<0 u1-.. UwAll:'.H L~Vt.LS 
RE.Ao.Jl!::>tll !l ) nM~ 
lle FOHMATlt-5. 0 l 
C lNf-'UI UAIA FUR F~ClUH UF SAFtTY CUNSIANIS 
RE.A Ll l:idJi) SATnJOti-'UHO 
132 ~UKM A T 1::;:s.u1 
C kEAU vtG E TAf lVE ANO SUlL t-'HUt-'EHTlES 
HE.AU(5.11:i1 ((1-nSllll)tHTSc<lTlltlT=l·NVI) 
KE. A 0 I !::> , l l ;, l I I CS l ( l SS l ' CS c I I SS l ) t l S ~ = l t i·J S I ) 
Ht.AU ( ~, l l ~) < (PH l l I l SS) 't'r1 l c I l SS) l , i SS= l • ·• SI) 
11!::> FUkl"IAT ( (lUXt:J(2f7.Ul)) -
Ht. AU(5tll9l ISUl llSSl dSS=l1 riSTJ 
119 fURMAl (lUAJlOFf.0) 
HEIU~N 
E'~Ll 
SUdHuUll Nt UATCHG 
CUM~ur~/~S JJ /d l/R!Sl (!()) •KIS l.-110) tCSl llUl ,cScl1(J) t SU l I l U) 
CUMMU t• / F SD t. I c I Pn 1 l I l u) 't-'H I c ! l u) • C'.:>A 1 '(!:>Ac' ~u A' t-' rl I Al '1-' t l l t.2 
CUMMUN /F~UAIJ/UUtSAltHMWtl"SClcUQUJ .~fSLlcOU(JJ tl-'0 RU 
CUM MUN/ F SI I Al 4/Ct'. l 'Cl\ c' Cl\ .j' CL 1 'CL~. r ~s 
CU~MUN/FSUAl~/CSAtkf~A.1-'n!AtHISA1.~l~ActFCLSl.FCLSc1t-'CLSl,PCL~c 
CUMMUN/SE G I~/SL0~ E 12UOUl tCANUl-'lc OU Ul ,.Jvtbtli00 0 l •.J:>U!L(cuOU) 
C THIS SU~HUUTi N E. IS USt.U Tu lHANSt-E.~ UAlA 
C INTU LS MAP ~llHUUI Ht.CHt.AllNb A NE" UATA FILE FHUM ~ A StG 
l lHIS IS uSt.1-UL IF CtHIAlN LA~U U'::.E lhANGES A~I:'. (UNS1U~~t.u 
C lNl-'UT AN'( CHAl~bES Uf CE.LL UAlA SUCH AS CHANl>E.S 




c IHlS Sll fl HOUllM. CJILCULAltS t;UNSTAt~IS f UH IH E. rAClUH ur S;..f-EIY 
c · EG: UAT!ON 
CUMM U N /FSUAfj/WU•SAltHMw.~~Cl~ O uUl ,t-' FSt (cUUUl,f.JURU 
COM MU~ /F SU Al4/CK1 9 CK~tCK~tCLl•CL~,I-~~ 
VUIU~Al=~ OhU/ll-~ UHUl 
Cl\l= UU/tic.<+ 
CK c= l ~ • 6 '.J •VU l 1 >RAT l I I l • V 0 l UK t\ Tl 
CKJ= lc.o;,•S ~ 1·vu1uHAT)/ll•V U 10KAI) 
1-' t IU f.I N 
tr i u 
73 
su~MUUTl NE ~~E.RAbll) 
CUMMU!'i I FSO JI! l/ rn s 1 ( l () i '~ 1 St ( l fJ) 'cs l l ! IJ > ' ( Sc ( l ()) ; Sul ( l ()) 
CU~ MU I~ I F S l) A 1 c I PH l 1 ( l U ) t fol ti l c ( l U ) , C S A l ' CS A~ t SU A , I-' H l ~ 1 t t-' r1 l :. ~ 
CUMHU~/FSU~l~/CSA,Kf~Atf'HlAtKfSAlt~l~Act~CLSltFCLSc•~LLSl.~CLS.2 
CUl"IMU~/St.GI~/SLVµl(20UU) .c~~Ul-'(2UUU) .JVE.bt(cUU 0) ,JS UILlcUUUI 
COMMUN/(U,,.HWL /NfSw tNfSf't lFShJ, fl ILt.•KCStf61 t ••lll 
U l :-1t.1~~ l 01'1 l U I 4) 
C THIS SU~HOUllNE AVtHAGtS lnE SUIL ANO \ltGETAflVt 1-'KU~tKfltS 
C FOH JHt. (~L L 
M=JVt:Gt. ( l) 
CALL lOENIMt4•ltl0l 
Kl ::U. 0 
Kc=U.O 
uu 112 J=l ... 
K=!U IJ) 
lF<K.LloleOK.K.Gl.NVI) PHlNf 141, ltJ1K 
141 FUHMATl5X•E.r<KOR l11J './t.GtlAllCm INPUT AT Ct::LL,.15°COlJt•U,J~) 
C AVEKAGE fHt LOw ANO HlGH HANGE VALUt.S FUM fHE 
C FACluH OF SA~ETY l~PUT UAIA 
Ml =Ml+ l·<l S l ( K) 
Rc=M2+~T52(1\i 





r'1=JSU IL ( I) 




;.> l :\). u 
~t=u.u 
IFll\,Ll.l.OK.t<.GT.NSJlPKlNT 142, ltlU 
142 FO ;~l"IAll5>. • *tKH0K ll'I SOIL li~PUI tiT Ctll*!~<>CU:JE*4l2l 
00 113 J=lt't 
t<= 10 ( J) 
Cl=Cl+CSl ( K l 
Cc=Cc•CS~ (K) 
Sl=Sl+ SUl (Kl 










SUbMUUllN~ !UtflllM1LSt N ~,J U! 
C lH lS SU~HUUliNt. lU~Nll~Y A S T MJ~G Ut SlGN4L~ 
C M=STH!~b OF lNllb~K Ulblf 
C LS=L~NbTH Uf 51HlNb (NV. U~ ~lG~~L/ 
( NS=L~"'Gfn UF Slb~A L (NU. OF OlGll ~MICH CUN~IKUCTS A SIGNAL) 
u l M t.1-j S l 0 fll I U I '+ l 
uu l r<.= 1 tl'.-l 
Nt=NS"!LS-Kl 
Iu<Kl= N /Jo•o 1~E. 
M= M-l U!K l"lU~"Nt 




SUdHUU I ll~E f'SEON I I ,FS l •l-'f A IL> 
IH~S ~OUllNE co~~Ult~ AN AVF~AbE FACIUH OF SAFET~ f0H IHE Ctll 
dY USlNb A~ iNf'lNlT~ ~LO~t APPl-(UAlMAllUN AP~HUACH 
CUMMUN/FSUAl~/PHlitPHl~.cs~1.csAioSUAt~HlAl,~Hl~~ 
CUMMON/fSUAIJ/UUtSAToHMw, f SC(20UUl ,~~S((tUU~l,POH0 
COMNUN/FSUAl4/CKltCKt•lKJtCL1oCL~.~ss 
CUMMUN/FSUAl~/CSAoHTSA,~h!At k lS A loMISA~t~CL~ioFCLS2•~CLSlo~CL~2 








lfltlUA.Lt:.u.u> GO TU j]J 
SUA= S DA/CO Sl ~EIAI 
A l=2<>tlt. TA 
CSA=ICSAl•CSA2l/2 
HlSA=tk1SAl• RTSA2l/2e 






CALL FSPHOH IPFSl 
PFAlL= PFs 0 1uo. 
Gu lu ~55 




S0ek0Ull ~ t F~t->MUH!l-'FSl 
C lHl S SU t! M1J1.JflNE Ut.1t:Mt'l1NtS fHE F.'IJLUHt. PMUt; Af3LILll:' 
C FO R Th£ CELL U~!N G A NUKMAL 1.JlSIH!t;Ull0 1-. LJt.IE.r<MJNt.U en' A 
C PULY~UM l ~l E ~ U~iJON 
CUMMUN/FSO Al ~ /PHllilUl .~Hl~!lU) .CSA1,CSAc.SU A ,1-'HlAlt~HIAc 
C O~MU~/~S U Al~/CKltC K ~tlK3tLL1oCL~,t~S 
CUMMuN/rSUATS/CSAt ~ fSAo~ril ~ ·KlSAlt~l~A~,rCLSlt F CLS~·~CLSlt~ C LS2 
tS=F SS -
t.A=CSA 
t 'Y =h'l SA 
£l=TAN(l-'tHAl 
V~=!tCSA2- C S A l)002J/l~ 
VY=!(MISA~-~ISAl)oo2,l/l~ 
V l = I ( T AN ( to' H 1 A c l - T A I ~ ( f-> H l A i l J «> 0 c ) / l 2 
Vl=V~•EX*[~•~.ol~<>t:Y+VY•t:Y 0 £Y 
v~=Vl•El«> E l 
v:,=E~+E.Y 
t:S=CL1*£X+CL1°EY•CL2°£L 
VS=CLl*tll~vl•CL2 • LL~ 0 v~·~.°CLl • CL2~t:L 0 v~-t~ 0 ES 
U= ( l. o-t::Sl /~ < 1Vr (VS) 
A=AtjSILI) 
IF<A.Lt:.u.lJ> Z=A•u.4 
lFIA,GTeUel~) l=-O.UlJl4•U.49494°A-Uol~~U4°A~A•Oovlbblw~vA 0 ~ 
if !U.GT,U.Ul PFS N =u.~•L 
IF (U,L l .U.Ul 1-'F~lll=v.~-L 
If {U,EC.J,U, Ul ~FSN : U ,!) 
F 5 .1 =CL l * I 1-( TS~ l +CS A l ) •CL 2 1> ( I A !'I (PH I A l ) l 
IF<F:il.Gl.1.u1 1-' FSN=u. u 
FS2=CLl*I H T~A2•CSA~l•CL2°11AN !PHIA~l) 
iFI FS2.Lt.1. u i r'rSl•=l.UU 




5Ut-'1-<ul.JflNt t" S ~CL:i(rl/lt>·YctrSitPr.'llli 
C l nlS ::,vH>1\JUllNt. CL A::. :::ilfit:> fHE F-lCIJH OF S:.fETY 
c ANU FtdLLH~ t. PtWl!A tJ lLlllE:. JNl0 J GK\J Ul-'5 ,-:llH 
C l ::H::I 1, (j ;Ht. t-< E::.1 ;.r,li J dt.lf'4G THt::: ... ut-<51. 
C CLAS~JFlC:.fl O NS AkE S t.T ~ y CHUlCt::: 
cu~MuN/FS D nT~ /C S A tHI SA tPhiAt K ISAl• K l5ActFCL:.1.FLL52t ~l l~1.,..,(L52 
c CL~S ~lFY Int FAC fu~ Jr SAFE TTS 
FS!=J.U 
H !Fv!.Gl.FCL S l.Ai~ lJ . FV l.ll.FCL~c) F~l=c.u 
IF (t- vl . Gt: .t-LL ::.2lF5 l=l .v 
I r ! F v 1 • G T • 9U • i r 5 ! : 9 9 • 'J 
C CLA SS I FY Tnt. FAlluHE ..,HUoAnlLITlES 
... FAlL= J . (J 
IF!FV 2 .GT. PC LS1 .A NU.Fl/c.Lt..PCLS2l PrAIL=2.U 
IF<FV 2 .L E.PLLSll i:'rAll=l.u 
Ht. fU..{N 
t.Nu 
SU h ~UUll ~ t ~H O Ui 
(U ."1MUt; IF SO A I ll ~ T 5 H l U l t rd Si:' ( l U l •CS l ( 1 'Jl t C S2 11 U l 1 S L• l ( l U) 
CU Mr-11.Jr./ F Su ti I.::' J PH i l ( i iJ) 't"' n r c ( l u ) • CSA 1 t c~ I'..~' ~ V A' PH I Al. r'H 1 A2 
cuMMuN /F S U AIJ1uu " SA i . ~M~ ,r:. clcooo 1.~rsc1cuuu>, ~uHu 
c J ~l 11 u r-. I F s I ) A I .. I c K 1 • c r\ c • c r. 3 • c L 1 • c L c • t s 5 
CUM MuN /FS O A1~1C~A•HT:iA.~HlA,klSAl•H•sAc~rcL5l~FcL~~.PCLS11~cLs2 
C(J :>IMUt;/Sf:.t.Jl~ / S L O l-'E l21JOUl tlA l ~ (J ... lcllUUI t.Jlit.bt. (c UOO l 1..J~UlL lcllOU) 
CU"1 MUN IC U TH U L/1~ F-5..,,1 , F~r<1lFSi-'lJtTllLl:.tKL'::>t lJ Sl11\flJI 
c IHJ~ SUdH U U IJ ~ E 1-' Hl NTS !Ht c u~ Pult:. U f~llUHS UF 5Attllt.S QNU 
C PHUdn 8 lLIII~ S Ok lhElH hALti~U CLASSt.~ 
I r ! '" F S w • L E • u l .., H I T i l 6 • 1 J I ! 
137 FOHMAl <lUA<>~u DATA PH1 ~ 1 HE UUESltO UlHt.H b url-'UIS AS FULLU~SO/) 
Ir (Nt-' :iw. GI . o) l.'Hl T~(bdc~) 
122 FU k MAi l3U.'." rAC 1UH UF SAFl:.IY >1A PPING FOi'< t..>CH tlESPON'::>t CC:.1:L'>/l 
l F ! NF:iP . Lt .ul wRIT~!6t1c31 
123 FUHMAT 13 S X•~A C TUH OF ~A f-t.lY VALUES, U!M~NSlUNLESS 0 /3':>A*FAlLUHE. PHU 
lUA Hl Llll ES l N PtHCtNI•/) 
Ir l 1'1 t- 5 f'. \j f • u ) WK I T t: ( b , 12 '+ l 
12'+ FUH M ATIJ~ X "t-ACTURS Ur SAF t lY ANO FAlLUHt 1-'HUdAl:llll f i l S ~UIH HAZA HU 
l ~ANl\t U "/ :.3 5A'> l=LUwE~T HAZAHL) c=MEOl\JM _ . '.°j; rHl:JHE..S I r1AlA 
2HUO/) 
C 1-'\J NCrl 0 ATA IF HEUUEST~U 
l F ! lf- S;.>lJ. b 1 • u > wk U E \ 6' 136 l 
lJb fOi-<r"i.:'<T ! lUA•UVTPUf PUNCHEU u 1 ~ D.ATA CAHUS 0 'l 
IF l Nf' Sw.LE.\ll GU lU 9ll 
C P Hl ~ T FACTU RS Of SAFtlY VALUES AND FAlLU~E P~O~Al:l1Llllt5 
wHI Tt:: lbtl l 71 
1!7 FUHM-<l (/] U1''°CELL r..ur-tl:ll:.H ·0 ~A1>FA'Cll>H Uf- SArE.! Y0 S.>. °FA'lL uRE. ~H(Jt:;AolLir 
y -;, I l 
KSr'o. l P .:u 
Kt=KCS 
OU 9':> l=l,Kt. 
wRITt:<o•rl4l 1.•FSC!Il•l-'f5C\ll 
11'+ FOHMAfl3lAtl~tl4Xtf6.2tlbAtF9o2t 
K5r< li-'=KS}l. 11-'+ l 
1flK S~l~. GE .~l ftH!TE!b1l3~l 
lJ'J. FU;<MA T II) 
lfl KSK l~.~E.~~ ~~KlP:o 
95 CUNT INU'E 
~ll CO N TI UE . 
i t ( If' S P 1J •. Gf o -0 ) WR I l E !tn l ib l ( I ~ SC I 1 ~ t PF ~ C I 1 ) 1 t I :C 1 , I\ t:: 1 
12~ FUl"<MA { 1 5,i'c f.i' ". ~}') . 
Ht.f·UHN. - -
[Nt) 
